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Fast Lock - Rapid Fender
Tie System

£210.32
Excl. Tax: £175.27

Product Images

Short Description

The Fast Lock system uses a push and twist method to quickly and securely fasten the removable top section
to its base.  This securing design has been used in this rapid fender tie system.  

Compatible with up to an Ø8mm rope, the top Fast Lock section can remain permenantly fastened to the
fender.  When mooring, the fender can be quickly secured into position without the need to tie knots.
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This product contains a specialist Viton™ seal to prevent water from entering and passing through the fitting. 
It is a watertight solution.  The small hole in the base of the product is to allow the air to escape when
engaging the top section.

Polished 316 grade stainless steel
Heavy duty securing method for fenders
Watertight design
Fast push and twist action to secure
Supplied with nut and washer for fixing  

Description

Drawing

High Performance
Manufactured entirely form 316-grade stainless steel, the rapid fender tie system is built to last.  The product
is built to withstand the harsh marine environment on deck and has been salt tested throughout
development to ensure its quality.  The product is first electro-polished to ensure all surfaces are protected
from corrosion.  Following complete electro-polishing, the visible elements are then hand polished to provide
a beautiful finish and superior corrosion resistance.
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A key element to the design of the product is its Viton™ internal gasket.  This important component has been
carefully selected for its durability and performance, providing a watertight seal around the moving central
pin.  This gasket guarantees the watertight charateristic of the product.  Due to the quality of the seal, a small
air release hole is required in the base of the product to allow the compressed air to escape when the
product is operated.

The push and twist design of the interlocking parts ensures a very strong connection.    

 

Additional Information

Cut-out (mm) Ø26.00

Diameter (mm) 35.00

Finish 316 Stainless Steel

Manufacturer Foresti & Suardi

Weight (kg) 0.220000
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